Image-guided adaptive brachytherapy in locally advanced cervical cancer: recent advances and perspectives.
Image-guided adaptive brachytherapy (IGABT) is a high-precision radiation that allows defining accurately treatment targets and optimizing their coverage whereas sparing efficiently the surrounding organs at risk. Ten years ago, in a will of harmonizing the reporting of brachytherapy, the Groupe Européen de Curiethérapie - European Society for Radiation Oncology (GEC-ESTRO) published recommendations on target definitions and dosimetric parameters. During the last years, clinical and dosimetric studies supporting their relevance led the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements to propose a report on prescribing and reporting. This review aims to highlight the recent advances in IGABT and its future developments. Clinical evidence demonstrating the superiority of IGABT over radiographs-based brachytherapy is accumulating. In parallel, dose-volume effects have been established between dose-volume parameters and tumor response or the occurrence of late radiation morbidity. Preliminary studies indicate that planning aims could be adapted to clinical situations and cofactors. The first publications from the large studies led by the GEC-ESTRO enforce these findings. A trend emerges toward a personalization of treatment with the adaptation of planning aims to prognostic features and the development of individualized applicators. Image-guidance modalities are developed with a better use of MRI or conversely the use of more accessible modalities such as transrectal ultrasound.